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Temperature dependent rate studies demonstrate an enthalpic

benefit and an entropic cost associated with the change in the

rate of a unimolecular substitution process on addition of a high

proportion of an ionic liquid, the latter effect being supported by

molecular dynamics simulations.

Ionic liquids have been touted as potential alternatives to

environmentally damaging volatile organic solvents.1 These

salts, typically made up of a bulky organic cation and a charge

diffuse anion,2,3 are attractive as alternative solvents due to

their negligible vapour pressures and the ability to ‘tune’ the

properties of the solvent based on the modification of the

component ions.3,4

The major focus of research into the use of ionic liquids as

solvents has been processes with industrial relevance.5 Differ-

ences in the rates and selectivities of the processes are often

observed when compared with the corresponding reactions in

molecular solvents, however, there are only limited reports

detailing the origins of the changes.6z This contrasts with the

extensive understanding of the effect on reaction outcome on

changing from one molecular solvent to another.7

We have developed a research programme that seeks to

understand the origin of the effects of ionic liquids on organic

processes. Our initial experimental studies in this area8 have

focused on the unimolecular substitution of the chloride 1 in

systems containing different proportions of an ionic liquid,

1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ([Bmim]+) bis(trifluorometha-

nesulfonyl)imide ([N(CF3SO2)2]
�) (Scheme 1). The effect de-

monstrated for the substrate 1 was that there was an initial

increase in the rate of reaction with ionic liquid concentration,

followed by a subsequent decrease. A hypothesis that might

account for the observed rate changes is that the addition of

small amounts of ionic liquid acts to stabilise the transition

state leading to the ion-pair intermediate. Upon further in-

creasing the proportion of the ionic liquid, the magnitude of

the interactions between components of the solution increases,

meaning that the requirement of any solvent reorganisation

would also increase. Described herein are studies to test this

proposition.

The methanolysis of the chloride 1 was observed as de-

scribed previously8z in solutions containing either 0%,

ca.12% or ca. 90% of the [Bmim][N(CF3SO2)2] by volume

over a range of temperatures. These concentrations, which

correspond to mole fractions of ionic liquid of w= 0, 0.02 and

0.50, respectively, were chosen as they represent neat molecu-

lar solvent, the solvent mixture which previously showed the

greatest rate for the reaction and the concentration of ionic

liquid which gave a rate of reaction the same as for neat

methanol. From the kinetic data obtained, Eyring plots9 were

generated and values for the activation parameters, DHz and
DSz, were calculated (Table 1).

The values for the activation parameters do not change,

within the limits of experimental error, on addition of a small

amount (0.02 mol fraction) of ionic liquid to the reaction

mixture. On addition of large quantities of ionic liquid (0.50

mol fraction) there are dramatic changes in the activation

parameters, even though at 313 K the rates of reactions at w=
0 and 0.50 ionic liquid are the same within error.8 There is a

significant decrease in the activation enthalpy, as is consistent

with stabilisation of the incipient charges in the transition

state. At the same time, there is a dramatic change in the

activation entropy, indicating that there is a major increase in

organisation on going to the transition state. Such a value

suggests that there is significant reorganisation of the compo-

nents of the solvent around the substrate as reaction occurs

due to the interactions between the ions of the ionic liquid and

the developing charges on the substrate.8
From the above discussion, there are opposing effects on the

rate of reaction of the substrate 1 upon addition of ionic liquid

Scheme 1 Nucleophilic substitution of the chloride 1 to give the ether
2, carried out in a mixture of alcohol and ionic liquid.y
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to the reaction mixture, favouring the reaction in terms of

activation enthalpy and disfavouring it in terms of activation

entropy. However, it is not clear from the data what is the

source of the increase observed, both previously8 and in these

studies, in reaction rate on going from w = 0 to w= 0.02 ionic

liquid. Given the effect of high concentrations of ionic liquid,

it is reasonable to suggest that, at low concentrations of ionic

liquid, both effects are occurring but that the stabilisation of

the transition state dominates.** This is supported by the

observation that on addition of an equivalent amount of

lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide to the reaction

mixture, a ca. three-fold rate enhancement was observed at

313 K; similar temperature dependence studies to those de-

scribed above show stabilisation of a slightly more ordered

transition state (DHz= 83.0 � 2.6 kJ mol�1, DSz= �60 � 8 J

K�1 mol�1). The greater magnitude of the effect is not

surprising given the smaller cation involved in this case and

highlights that a simple inorganic salt is likely to have a greater

effect than an ionic liquid.

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used extensively

to study properties of imidazolium based ionic liquids,10

particularly to examine the ordering of components of the

solution about dissolved substrates.11 In this case such meth-

ods also offer the ability to examine the extreme case not

available experimentally with neat ionic liquid as the solvent.

Simulations using tert-butyl chloride as a simple model for the

substrate 1 in the model ionic liquid 1,3-dimethylimidazolium

hexafluorophosphate [Mmim][PF6]
11 show negligible ordering

in solutions of the starting material but this is dramatically

increased about the cation intermediate (Fig. 1). This suggests

significant ordering of the solution (particularly the cation)

around the energetically closely-related transition state and is

qualitatively consistent with the entropies of activation

observed above.

It is worthwhile to note that in previous studies of the

activation parameters of substitution processes12 the reactions

involved charged nucleophiles. The transition state thus in-

volves charge dispersion rather than charge separation. Com-

parison with these results is possible, though it should be noted

that the authors have used the unimolecular form of the

Eyring equation in their analysis. When their data is re-

analysed using the bimolecular form, the enthalpies of activa-

tion are consistent with a significant degree of ion pairing

between the components of the ionic liquid and the charged

nucleophile, as would be anticipated for stabilisation of the

developing charges as discussed here. Similarly, the entropies

of activation are consistent with an environment that supports

ion pairing.

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated for a unimolecular

substitution process that the addition of a high proportion of

an ionic liquid results in significant solvent reorganisation and

both an enthalpic benefit and an entropic cost to the rate of the

reaction. This suggests that in related systems, for which there

is significant charge development in the transition state, a

similar interplay of effects may occur. In such cases the solvent

mixture may be adjusted to maximise the rate of reaction in a

predictable fashion and studies are underway in this area.
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Notes and references

z There are specific cases where the reactivity of the components of an
ionic liquid,13 particularly through the use of protic cations14 and basic
anions15 alters the reaction outcome. These cases do not rely on
fundamental properties of the ionic liquid and will not be referred to
further here.
y The enantioenriched chloride 1 was used as it was readily available in
our laboratories; the racemate may equally well be used as the
stereochemistry does not affect the ability of the chloride ion to leave.
z In a typical experiment, a sample of the chloride 1 (ca. 50 mg,
prepared as described previously16) was dissolved in a mixture of
[Bmim][N(CF3SO2)2] and methanol (3.5 mL) followed by addition of
triethylamine (0.1 mL). The sample was held at either 303, 313, 323 or
333 K in a Bruker DMX500 spectrometer operating at ca. 49MHz and
a 35Cl NMR spectrum was acquired every 28 min. The integration of
the chloride signal was correlated with time and first order rate
constants for the release of chloride were determined.
8 During review, the decrease in apparent polarity of the system on
addition of the relatively non-polar [Bmim][N(CF3SO2)2] was raised as
an alternative reason for the decrease in the observed rate. However,
our previous results8 show limited correlation between the rate of
reaction and apparent polarity of the system and the results presented
here indicate a decrease in the activation enthalpy on addition of an
ionic liquid. This is inconsistent with the polarity argument, which
involves destabilisation of the transition state on going to the less polar
ionic liquid.
** That is, a classical ‘salt effect’17 is being observed.
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